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Very good

The evaluaUon forthe diploma tňesis in terms of the thesis objectivs, the
application ď implemented mďhods as well as suggations for measures taken
including formal layout shall be staH in written (see the following page).

Revieur:
I like this diploma thesis because I see thď this candidate really invested own time into praďical
part which is nice demonstr:ation of theoretical principles.
Student describe in first theoretical part of its word different technologies used for BI, OLAP and
analysis tools like UML. He is also describing conventional relation DB model especially E-R diagram
and DB normalization rules. The is also light description of object oriented DB models. Continues
with data warehouse description and data mining.
The second praďical paÉ of diploma thesis is using for probably "real" company case what is
positive. Student is providing good analyses for new resenation I5 with conceptual, logical and
physical models - diagrams (all these diagrams - pictures are student own contributions). I really
appreciate this analysis paft.
Student used for SQL queries demonstration MS Access DB engine what is acceptablg but MySQL
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I. Assessment ď the thesis topic and iE

II. Assesgment ď thesis content and structure:

of writer's ooints of view

of thesis fi.e. use of furmal
of academic sources in native language,

Application of academic sources of foreign authors,
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DB, MariaDB or PostgreSQ L DB will be better for this puípose and it will look more professional. I
don't see is as critical issue for this work.
Student is also using for ne<t description of new model flowchaft and BPMN diagrams and this look
nice and Ít is usefi"rl for this case. In final phase student is showing results in form of otÁP outputs.
I epected bigger input real daE for this anabrses but data which are used are sufítcient for this
dernonstration (we also have to consider COVID19 complicat'ons in 2020, especially fur retaurant-
food businesses).
There is definitely a lot of possibilitis for future work on this topic. The practical second part is
strong in analysis methods used and own diagrams. The theorďical part is also describing all
required technologies - methods usd later in praďical parL
Student is using cibtions in text and for pichrres-figwes in right way. The list of literature is
available in the end.

Queďions and comments rclated to the diploma thesis dďencel
Do you know somďhing about in-memory databases? What are the biggest pluses (advantage's) of
these technologies?

What DB product will you choose ficr real life implementation of this thesis (o<clude MS Access)?
And why?

I rcommend the diploma thsÍs íor dďence.
(xdelete if rnt appticable)

Grade for the diploma thesis: Excellent

Date 14.8.2020
Signature of thesis external ereminer
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